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Safety Shroud Installation Instructions 

Following are instructions for installing RollEase SafetyShroud™ onto your Roman shade.  This is a safety 
measure to ensure that a hazardous loop, a potential choking hazard for children and pets, won't form. 

 
Safety Shroud Installation Guidelines 
 
To ensure Roman Shades made with SafetyShroud meet the safety standard: 
 

 Battens or ribs (or No Sew Roman Bars) should not be further than 7½” apart from each other. 

 When tying off the shroud at the uppermost ring or cord guide, that ring should be no more than 12” from 
the top of the headboard. 

 The shroud should be permanently attached to each lift ring or cord guide and the lift cord should weave in 
and out of every opening in the shroud. 

 RollEase recommends knotting the shroud around each lift ring. The shroud can also be sewn to each lift 
ring but be certain that the stitching is strong enough to prevent breakage. If the shroud disconnects from 
the lift ring, the shade will no longer be compliant. 

 

Installation Steps 

1. Before you begin, shade should be fully extended – either 
hanging or flat on your work table.  

 
2. Begin by feeding the SafetyShroud through the uppermost ring 

and tying it securely to the ring or cord guide.   
 

3. Now feed shroud into the next ring and tie securely.  Repeat for 
each ring. 
 

4. Next weave the lift cord in and out of each opening in the shroud 
until you reach the bottom of the shade. 
 

5. Tie the shroud to the bottom-most ring then install the bottom ring & plug set or Orb 
cord lock leveling device. 

 
6. Add the safety tag so that it hangs below the shade so the customer will be able to see 

it clearly. Use SAFTAG-2A (in US) or SAFTAG-5A (in Canada). 


